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interest in the same culture they often Band together as a household. A fine 

up an identity from that period, research the culture of the time and place, and 

come as a character from that historicaC period. When several persons have an 

example of this is found in Mouse Measslelurd of the shires of (Malageutia and 

Endewearde (Both in (Maine) all of whose memBers are BarBarians, dressing in 

fursjind talking with Bad (ferman accents.
f^heSCA divides its Kpozvn World- that is, the territory where memBers live 

(which currently includes the United States, Canada, Australia, Sweden,

‘England, Çermany and Japan) into regions called‘Kingdoms. ‘Each Kingdom has 

a King and a Queen, selected By tournament comBat, wherein each entrant seeks 

the Crown Both for himself and for his (or her) chosen consort, some of the 

Kingdoms include (Principalities, ruled By (Princes a nd (Princesses also chosen By 

comBat. ‘These regional organizations are responsiBle for the smaller Branches 

Based in individual cities or counties. While rulers hold executive authority, 

ongoing administration at each level is entrusted to a civil service of appointed 

officers. Kingdoms and (Principalities are further subdivided into ‘Baronies, 

tProvinces, Shires, Cantons, etc. (Fredericton, for example, is part of the Shire of 

Lyndhaven of the Kingdom of the East.
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Jj^he SCA was incorporated in 1968, But counts its years from the first 

tournament - actually a medieval theme party held By authors (Diana Eaxson 

and (PaulAnders on,zvith no thought of starting a cluB - held on (May 1st, 1966 

in (Berkely, California. ‘The Corporation maintains a central registry and 

publishes a quarterly magazine. ‘Tournaments Illuminated, and prozndes 

mailing lists for the regional newsletter published By the Kingdoms for all sub

scribing memBers. It also maintains a central heraldic registry and sets overall 

standards for safety and organizational structure, zvithin which each Kingdom 

works as an independent. As of the Beginning of1988, there were over 12,000 

memBers, and 550 local and regional chapters.
^nyone interested in the SCA in (Fredericton may contact Steve ‘JfoyKP or 

(Marc Lutz at 357-5400 or (Rick. Çaigneur at 357-3138.
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Resides costuming, armoring and comBat, activities include calligraphy, 

dancing, music, cookery, and Board and field games, plus a variety of technical

and social skills which help establish the ambiance of life at a period court. All 

society events are open to the public, But, in keeping zvith the emphasis on living 

history rather than dramatic performance, allattenders are ejected to make an 

attempt to preserve the atmosphere, and to fit in zvith the SCA s standards of 

dress and Behavior, many chapters keep a collection ofperiod clothing and other 

I gear to loan out, and larger events often include arrangements to assist unpre- 

pared visitors.
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gg| party), feasts, classes and seminars. At a typical event, participants are dressed 

in medieval garb, eating food prepared from authentic recipes, listening to period 

music, and dancing historically accurate dances. • Liions are heldin Baking,

WÈÊÊ| Brewing, needle worki and many other activities to test dies kill ofthe participant 

or to while away a pleasant afternoon. Authenticity is encouraged in as many 

areas as possible: pavilions, food, utensils, furniture, clothing, weapons, etc.
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tournaments oral zoars, the society holds many non-martial 

‘These include Banquets, revels (the medieval equivalent to a modem tsF
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Im^itearaC to the authenticity is the selecting of a persona, the creation of a 

personal character from a specific historical time and place. ‘This is not an actual 

historical figure, nor one adapted from myth or literature. If you have always 

wanted to Be a sixth century or Celt or a dwelt century Miking, you simply make
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